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SPECIAL 

OFFER!

XMAS01

HOPE01
Rainbow macrame 
hanging 27cm

This catalogue is presented as a 
symbol of HOPE in difficult times; 
that better times are to come. XMAS01

50 asst. stocking fillers at a bargain price - ONLY £25!

our best ever!



Introduction 3

You might say that all we can do is just a drop in the ocean compared to the 
immensity of global poverty and human need. There is a story of a little girl, 
perhaps like Nandini on the back cover of this catalogue, who went to the beach 
with her father one day and found it covered in starfish which had been washed 
up by the tide. When she started throwing them back in the sea, her father said to 
her, “It doesn’t matter what you do, there are thousands of them, it won’t make any 
difference.” Her reply could stand for all we are trying to do in Fair Trade – “well, it 
matters to these ones” – and she went on throwing the starfish back into the sea.

Hello everyone, welcome to our August 2020 catalogue, full of great new 
products as always.

The last few months have been like no others, for individuals,  for businesses and 
for people around the world. We have had many Coronavirus deaths in the UK, but 
we can at least be thankful for a strong health system which has coped with the 
crisis generally pretty well. Most businesses have also had welcome support from 
the government to help see us through. For many of the countries we buy from, 
this has not been the case, and the economic effects of lockdown for some have 
been disastrous, as people have lost their living, with no social security to fall back 
on.

In countries like Bangladesh, where poverty was widespread before the pandemic, 
our suppliers are desperate for us to place orders, to give people work, or else they 
may starve. It’s the same in India, Kenya and many of the countries we buy from. 
We are doing what we can but we in turn ask you to support us by placing orders 
with us, so that we can give work to all these people who are struggling to pay for 
food to put on the table.

We would like to pay tribute to all the unsung heroes working for our suppliers, 
who have helped those around them, in countries which don’t have the facilities 
we are so lucky to have here in the UK. Many have generously donated their time 
and resources to setting up food kitchens and making sure their artisans and 
their families are supported. Some have handed out face masks, set up health 
centres and a few, like some NHS and other care workers here, have lost their 
lives as a result. In Kenya, our suppliers have worked with a local charity to set up 
community hand sanitisers in the slums to prevent the spread of the virus. More 
than 300 have been set up, across 11 slums, which by mid-June had been used 
more than 13 million times! They have also organised soap-making courses, a skill 
which will be a source of income for the future too.

The children at Karm Marg in Faridabad, New Delhi have been giving tea and 
biscuits to the police, who have worked long hours during lockdown. In turn the 
police have helped them to reach out to desperate people in remote areas.

Moon (CEO of Tara Projects)
helping with food preparation

Food distribution, Bangladesh

Above: food distribution, India
Far left: food distribution, Uganda
Left: children at Karm Marg (home 
for street children in New Delhi)



Face coverings4

Shared Earth - Fighting Covid-19 with reuseable masks

MASK06 
PeoplesMask asst. cols med
MASK06A
PeoplesMask asst. cols lar
MASK07
PeoplesMask asst. cols x-lar

MASK25 
PeoplesMask asst.cols med
MASK25A
PeoplesMask asst. cols lar

Masks - or face coverings as they are known - have been a godsend in countries whose 
lockdowns have put artisans out of work where no social security exists and they’ve 
been desperate for work to feed their families. The PeoplesMask was designed by 
WFTO - Asia. It has two layers of 100% cotton fabric, a pocket for tissue to increase 
efficiency, is re-usable, is produced and packed under strict hygiene standards, REACH 
and BLUESIGN certified. Masks on this page are from Fair Trade suppliers in Sri Lanka.

Protect Ourselves, 
Protect Our Planet

PeoplesMask

Also from Sri Lanka, these masks are made from 
recycled saris. The REACH and BLUESIGN 
standards can’t be guaranteed, but all textiles are 
thoroughly washed and treated to ensure safety. 

MASK12
PeoplesMask 
asst. designs med
MASK13
PeoplesMask 
asst. designs lar

Our suppliers the Zuri foundation have 
done stirling work in Kenya providing 
face coverings for children in the slums 
in Tabaka, where soapstone is made.



Face coverings 5

MASK08 
PeoplesMask rainbow med
MASK09 
PeoplesMask rainbow lar

MASK17 
PeoplesMask asst. med
MASK18 
PeoplesMask asst. lar

MASK06-6ASPIN24
24 pocket floor spinner 
MASK06-6A asst cols & sizes x 300
70 inches ht

MASK12-13SPIN24
24 pocket floor spinner 
MASK12-13 asst cols & sizes x 300 
70 inches ht

MASK06-6ASPIN12
12 pocket counter spinner 
MASK06-6A asst cols & sizes x 200
30 inches ht

MASK12-13SPIN12
12 pocket counter spinner 
MASK12-13 asst cols & sizes x 200
30 inches ht

More great face covering designs 
from Sri Lanka, India and Bali!

It’s not easy eating chocolate 
when you’ve got a mask on 
- but when it’s a new flavour 
from our flavoursome suppliers 
Chocaffair - you’ll go to any 
length!

CHOC1433
Lemon and Sea Salt

MASK01 
High quality batik designs 
from Indonesia 
asst. designs and sizes

Asst ‘flower’ PeoplesMask 
designs from Tara Projects 
in India.



CR05SET recycled 
cup glass 12.5cm ht 
set of 2

CR07SET recycled 
beer glass16.5cm ht 
set of 4

Crisil is our first supplier from Bolivia, 
hit hard by Covid-19 and needing 
work to recover. It’s a family-run 
business providing income for over 
500 families, and it’s a great eco 
product, using 100% recycled glass, 
which is broken up, washed and 
melted before being mouth-blown 
and shaped into glasses, jugs and 
other products. Top quality which we 
highly recommend as an excellent 
gift for Christmas.

6 HOMEWARE - Recycled Glassware

CR02SET
recycled wine glass 
large 17.5cm ht set of 4

Recycled Glassware

CR01SET
recycled wine glass 
15cm ht set of 4

CR03SET
recycled wine glass 
tall 18cm ht set of 2

CR06SET recycled 
champagne glass-
19cm ht set of 4

CR04SET recycled 
highball glass
7x14cm ht set of 2



CR08SET recycled 
tumbler 11.5cm ht set of 4

CR14 recycled 
carafe 27.5cm ht

CR10 recycled 
water carafe 
15cm ht

CR11 recycled glass 
bowl13x9cm ht

CR13 recycled glass 
jug 21.5cm ht

CR09SET 
recycled barrel highball 
glass15cm ht set of 2

rec
ycled

re-made
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HOMEWARE 7

CR12 recycled 
hurricane lamp 
19cm ht 

CR15 recycled set 
carafe & 4 highball 
glasses

CR16 recycled 
glass jug and 4 
tumblers



H020 
2 drawers
4.5x4x6” H021

3 drawers
4x4.5x10.25”

H022
3 drawers
8.5x4.5x3.5”

H023
4 drawers
7x4.5x7”

H024
5 drawers
10.25x4x6.5”

H025
5 drawers
5x4.5x11.5”

H026
6 drawers
8x3.75x8”

H027
6 drawers
6.75x4.5x9.5”

H028
9 drawers
9x4x9.5”

Attractive white and blue ceramic drawers 
that are perfect for storing a hundred things! 
One of our bestselling ranges.

Spices, buttons, keys, trinkets, safety pins, 
habberdashery, knickknacks, bits & bobs ...

They’re from a new Indian supplier which 
carries out regular audits of its social and 
environmental performance.

The wood used is mango wood and the 
ceramic drawers are all hand painted.

8 HOMEWARE - ceramics and mosaic bowls

Wood and ceramic chests

H023
4 drawers
7x4.5x7”



JCQER200
mosaic bowl 30cm 
white brown

JCQER201
mosaic bowl 30cm 
grey glitter

MOS2082
mosaic wine-red 
candle holder ball 
10cm ht

MOS2083
mosaic wine-red 
coaster set 4 round

JCQER202
mosaic bowl 30cm 
turquoise

JCQER203
mosaic bowl 30cm 
brown gold

Bali managed to contain Covid-19 quite well; but 
of course it lost its tourist trade and even now, it’s 
struggling. Many of the artisans in Bali are desperate 
for work so we’re pleased to present these new 
colours of this attractive mosaic range. No photos 
can catch the shimmering effect when you see these 
mosaics ‘in the flesh’, they’re absolutely fantastic. 

MOS2080
mosaic bowl wine-
red 30cm

MOS2081
mosaic wine-red 
candle plate 15cm

MOS2081B
mosaic wine-red 
candle plate 20cm

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

HOMEWARE 9

Mosaic bowls



We introduced this style of combined marble/wood in 
our January catalogue and it sold out almost straight 
away, with sales in the first 3 months matching what 
we’d expect in a whole year. We’re expecting these 
new varieties to be bestsellers too, and we have high 
hopes for the marble cheese knife and bottle opener 
too. From Fair Traders Asha Handicrafts, who have 
just celebrated their 45th year. All handmade by 
artisans in Agra.

ASH273
black + white marble cheese knife

ASH270
wood + marble chopping board 
30x15cm

ASH271
wood + marble chopping board 
20cm dia

ASH272
wood + marble chopping board 
30cm dia

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

10 HOMEWARE - marble and wood

ASH274
black + white marble bottle opener

Wood and marble chopping 
boards and kitchen utensils



For the bookish among you, two more quirky 
designs from India. Owls of course are a sign of 
wisdom (books/wisdom - get it?) and recycled 
bike chain is still at the top of our product 
popularity charts. 

Another style, kantha stitch. Recycled 
kantha stitch scarves have been one 
of our top ten bestsellers for many 
years, so we have high hopes for 
these vintage throws. 

rec
ycled

re-made

rec
ycled

re-made

HOMEWARE 11

TAR2200
soapstone owl bookends
17cm ht

NA2800
bike chain bookends

Bookends

Recycled 
kantha throws

GOP2700
recycled vintage kantha throw
130x180cm asst. colours

fai
r trade

fai r t rade



HWPAA29
triple heart frame
to fit 3x3 inch photo

HWPAA30
heart frame
to fit 3x3 inch photo

HWPBA08
triple frame 6x4”

HWPBA30
triple frame 7x5”

HWPBA32
triple frame 4x6” HWPBA28

5 tier frame 6x4”

HWPBA42
frame with shutters
to fit 6x4 inch photo

HWPBA67
to fit 4x6 inch photo

HOMEWARE12 - driftwood photo frames

‘Driftwood’ 
photoframes

Made from

sustainably
sourced wood

We’ve brought back these ‘driftwood’ 
frames at the request of customers, so 
many of you were disappointed when we 
withdrew them. They’re all made from 
sustainably sourced wood and are great 
value for money.

BACK 
BY 

POPULAR 

DEMAND!



FRAGRANCE 13

Note: Oil burner not included
Wax melts

Oil diffuser re-fill bottles

GOODNESS

gift box

SONG250
gift box

SONG255
sandalwood

SONG256
orange

SONG257
patchouli vanilla

SONG258
rose

SONG259
jasmine

SONG260
agarwood

SONG261
sandalwood

SONG262
orange

SONG263
patchouli vanilla

SONG264
rose

We present here a big new selection in our ‘Organic 
Goodness’ range. We are the exclusive distributors of 
this range in the UK.

SONG266
agarwood

Jasmine is also available!
Code: SONG265



FRAGRANCE14

GOODNESS

Scented cotton bags 

SONG267 sandalwood
SONG268 orange
SONG269 patchouli vanilla 
SONG270 rose

SONG274
sandalwood

SONG275
rose

SONG276
jasmine

SONG277
agarwood

SONG278
orange

SONG279
patchouli vanilla

SONG280
fragrance spray display 
unit of 36 with testers

SONG293 sandalwood
SONG294 rose
SONG295 jasmine

SONG296
agarwood

SONG296 agarwood
SONG297 orange
SONG298 patchouli vanilla

SONG271 jasmine
SONG272 agarwood
SONG273 set of 12

Scented bracelets

Fragrance sprays

SONG269
patchouli vanilla

 - Organic Goodness

Prepared with natural essential oils using traditional Indian 
methods. These scents are made to revitalize and enrich your 
well being. All scents are long lasting so you can enjoy natural 
goodness all day long!
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Scented cotton bags 
Smudge resin

Scented t-lite candles sets of 12

SONG281
frankincense 
and myrrh

SONG282
lemongrass 
and spice

SONG283
mandarin and 
bay leaf

SONG284
palo santo and 
cedar

SONG285
sage and 
lavendar

SONG286
rose and 
geranium

SONG287
sandalwood

SONG288
rose

SONG289
jasmine

SONG290
agarwood

SONG291
orange

SONG292
patchouli vanilla

SONG299
smudge starter kit

Another popular product, scented T-lites in a special gift box

Smudge resin is something a lot of customers are 
looking for, from the questions asked in our shops. 
These attractive jars and the Smudge Starter Kit are 
ideal as presents for Christmas.

SONG306
metal burner 
black



FRAGRANCE16

SONG300
arabian oudh
set of 12

SONG301
cannabis 
set of 12

SONG302
frankincense 
set of 12

SONG303
jasmine
set of 12

SONG304
rose
set of 12

SONG305
vanilla
set of 12

SONG307
orange

SONG308
lemongrass

SONG309
lavender

SONG310
patchouli

SONG311
tea tree

SONG312
eucalyptus

SONG313
peppermint

SONG314
vanilla

SONG315
display unit of 24
inc. 8 testers

Luxury essential oils

incense cones
Gift sets of organic incense cones 
in 6 different scents, including a 
hammered metal holder.

96% of the ingredients in these 
incense cones and masala sticks 
are organic in nature. 

The organic goodness range 
contains no palm oil, parabens, 
preservatives, artificial fragrances, 
detergents, colourants, or 
petrochemicals.

High quality luxury essential oils, 
in a variety of scents and with a 
POS display unit option.

- organic incense cones and luxury essential oils

GOODNESS

Enhances health, 
body, mind and spirit



FRAGRANCE 17

TTH001
LOTUS incense holders 
8.5X8.5cm asst.

TTH002
incense and candle blue gift set
10x13cm

TTH003
incense and 
candle 
red gift set
13x13cm

TTH004
incense and candle 
yellow gift set
14x14cm

TTH005
incense and 
candle 
red gift set
17x17cm

TTH007
incense and 
candle 
blue gift set
17x17cm

TTH006
incense
black gift set 6x18cm

TTH008
incense and candle
purple gift set
16x23cm

These colourful gift sets make great, 
low cost presents, with their quirky 
elephants and lotus flowers. Great 
quality and exceptional value for money.

Incense & candle gift sets from Thailand



FRAGRANCE18

DE01
elephant incense 
holders asst.

DE02
Toadstool incense 
holder asst.

DE03
incense holder asst.

 - Painted clay incense holders

A new style of hand painted clay incense 
holders, from India



FRAGRANCE 19

DE04
incense holders
asst.

DE05
hamsa hand 
incense holder

DE06
hamsa hand 
incense holder

DE07 DE08

DE09
DE10

Upside down 
incense holders



FRAGRANCE20

ASP2820
celtic incense tower
22cm ht

ASP2822
tapered incense tower
22cm ht

ASP2825
flowers metal work
incense tower
22cm ht

ASP2826
Om metal work
black incense tower
22cm ht

ASP2827
mango wood with elephants 
brown incense box
31x6cm 

ASP2828
mango wood with elephants 
red incense box
31x6cm 

ASP2829
mango wood with elephants 
green incense box
31x6cm 

ASP2830
mango wood with elephants 
purple incense box
31x6cm 

 - mango wood incense towers and boxes

Mango wood incense towers and boxesMango wood incense towers and boxes

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee
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FRAGRANCE 21

ASP2826
Om metal work
black incense tower
22cm ht

CCUT023
floral
5.8x8x11cm

CCUT024
elephants
9.5x9.5x11.5cm

CCUT025
dolphins
11x11cm

CCUT026
elephants
8.5x8.5x9cm

CCUT027
bees
7.2x7.2x9.5cm

CCUT028
elephants by pool
10x11x2.5cm

CCUT029
butterfly
8.5x8.5x9cm

CCUT030
bees
5x10.5x1cm

CCUT022
elephant
8x9x8.5

You all know by now how keen we are on 
protecting the planet so we’re delighted to 
present this new range of ‘wildlife matters’ oil 
burners and incense holders from Thailand. 
The bee designs are guaranteed to sell 
well and we love the ‘elephants by the pool’ 

Oil burners

Incense holders

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee



FRAGRANCE22

Natural Light Range
These Natural Light scented candles from Bali are exceptional quality and an 
absolute bargain here. They come in excellent display boxes which make them 
perfect as gifts. We just have too many designs, so we’ve reduced them to half price 
– take advantage of this offer while it lasts!

NLPACK01
Japanese chrysanthemum
27 candles in total 
asst. shapes and sizes

NLPACK02
Damask leaf
27 candles in total 
asst. shapes and sizes

NLPACK03
Pineapple damask
27 candles in total 
asst. shapes and sizes

NLPACK03
Lotus flower
27 candles in total 
asst. shapes and sizes

HALF 

PRICE !

• High quality
• Fair Trade 
• Gift box wrapped
• Excellent Christmas gifts!

 - scented candles

Also available at half price:
NLPACK05
45 candles in asst. designs, 
shapes and sizes



BWTA635
blue flower 

BWTA636
orange flower 

BWTA637
purple flower 

NATNB2801
Buddha t-lite holder
10x12cm ht

NATNB2802
Buddha and tree
t-lite holder 10x12cm ht

NATNB2803
tree t-lite holder 
10x12cm ht

Light 23

Natural Light Range T-lite holders 
A new selection of our popular 
triple T-lite holders from Thailand.

New metal-worked 
T-lite holders from 
India, great for a 
festive display or 
dinner table. 



GANE02
Buddha
50cm gold

GANE01
Buddha
50cm silver

GANE03
Buddha
40cm silver

GANE04
Buddha
40cm gold

Hand carved wood
Buddha figures
Handcarved in Bali, by 
artisans skilled in traditional 
techniques.

HOME & GARDEN24  - Buddha wood carving 



GANE09G
Buddha mask, green
20x8x30cm

GANE09B
Buddha mask, blue
20x8x30cm

GANE09W
Buddha mask, white
20x8x30cm

GANE14
Buddha wall plaque
60cm dia

NKM03
Buddha plaque gold
20x25cm

NKM01
Buddha plaque maroon
20x25cm

NKM04
Buddha plaque silver
20x25cm

Hand carved Buddha masks

Buddha plaques

HOME & GARDEN 25

GANE14
round Buddha wall plaque
60cm dia



NUG015
tortoise terracotta

NUG013
tortoise grey

NUG012
tortoise cream

NUG005E
palm incense holder grey

NUG005D
palm incense holder terracotta

NUG005C
palm incense holder 
green

NUG005B
palm incense holder 
beige

NUG019
elephant terracotta

NUG018
elephant blue

NUG017
elephant grey

NUG016
elephant cream

Sandstone incense holders 
and garden ornaments
Our ‘NUG’ range has been highly popular 
and we recommend these additions to our 
range. Far more attractive than toadstools 
or garden gnomes!

NUG014
tortoise blue

HOME & GARDEN26  - garden ornaments and bird houses

fai
r trade

fai r t rade



NUG018
elephant blue

Bird houses

PROK008
bunting recycled sari and jeans
21x300cm

PROK007
birdhouse 
banana fibre

PROK006
birdhouse recycled 
newspaper

PROK005
bird house 
recycled sari ball

PROK004
birdhouse 
recycled sari 
triangle

PROK002
bird nest hoglaPROK001

birdhouse coconut fibre

PROK009
basket recycled sari 
set of 3

Bunting 
and baskets

A great range from our new Fair Trade/eco 
suppliers in Bangladesh, all with completely 
sustainable or recycled materials. Bangladesh 
may suffer famine as a result of Covid-19 and 
we urge you to order if you can, to help us 
provide work for these vulnerable people. 

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee
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HOME & GARDEN 27

PROK003
birdhouse recycled 
sari ball
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ASP2800LAR 
ASP2800MED
black orange white 
and blue pattern

ASP2801LAR
ASP2801MED
water lillies

ASP2802LAR
ASP2802MED
oranges yellow 
blues pattern

ASP2803LAR
ASP2803MED
record discs

ASP2805LAR
ASP2805MED
coral fish

ASP2806LAR
ASP2806MED
jellyfish

Bamboo socks
Put your feet up and enjoy our fabulous 
and fancy Fair Trade footwear from 
Shared Earth, your favourite Fair Trade 
sock designers! 

If you’ve liked our previous Fair Trade 
bamboo socks from India, we’re sure 
you won’t be disappointed by this 
new selection. Those difficult people, 
you can’t think of anything they might 
possibly want? What can you get them?? 
Bamboo socks of course! They appeal 
to all ages and they’re very comfortable 
to wear. We also introduce some new 
triple packs, with great combinations, 
especially for animal lovers.

Why is bamboo viscose great to 
wear? 
• it’s supersoft
• it’s 40% more moisture 
 absorbant than cotton
•  it’s a breathable fabric that 
 keeps feet fresh and dry
•  it’s comfortable
•  it’s naturally anti-bacterial
•  it’s durable and stronger than 
 cotton
•  it’s hypo allergenic

 - bamboo socks
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ASP2804LAR
ASP2804MED
cubes asst cols

ASP2806LAR
ASP2806MED
jellyfish

ASP2807LAR
ASP2807MED
turtles

ASP2808LAR
ASP2808MED
sloths

ASPA01LAR
ASPA01MED
ducks, sharks, 
frogs

ASPA02LAR
ASPA02MED
goldfinches, 
toucans, 

ASPA03LAR
ASPA03MED
foxes, rabbits, 
squirrels

ASPA04LAR
ASPA04MED
elephants, 
sheep, owls

ASPA05LAR
ASPA05MED
stripes and 
polka dots

Sock sizes:
MED (Medium): UK 3-7 Euro 36-41
LAR (Large):    UK 7-12 Euro 41-47

Yarn
75% bamboo viscose
22% polyamide
3% elastane

Bamboo requires only 
a third of the water 
needed to grow cotton, 
making it a great eco 
alternative, especially 
in India which often 
suffers from droughts.

NEW 

BAMBOO 

SOCK 

TRIPLE PACK 

RANGE!
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Jute bags
Five more beautiful and unique designs for our 
ever-popular jute bag range, from our in-house 
design team at Shared Earth.

Our jute bags are made in Kolkata, India and are a 
great alternative to single-use plastic bags.

This new collection introduces contrasting and 
complimentary colours to the handles and/or side 
panels to make our bags more vibrant than ever!

EA2082
cat and wool

EA2080
penguin and chick

EA2083
pug

EA2084
save our bees EA2085

save our turtles 

 - jute bags
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Recycled bags Handmade in India
Our new supplier Conserve, based in New Delhi, India, is totally dedicated to eco values and 
in particular reducing the amount of plastic that litters India, blocks rivers and eventually ends 
up in the ocean. They’re a true pioneer in this field, using ever-innovative techniques, and in 15 
years, they have trained over 1,200 individuals in how to make upcycled products, who now do so 
independently. 

No fears of competition here! It’s the reason for their business, they want to encourage as many 
people as possible to re-use and upcycle. They are also a Fair Trade livelihood system for Delhi’s 
rag-pickers, combining social and eco values, a great example to others. We hope you will support 
them by ordering these bags.

CON001
recycled bag
rainbow
14x14”

CON004
recycled bag 
textiles
11.5x12.5”

CON002
recycled bag
red pouch and 
stripes
14x15”

CON003
recycled bag 
yellow pouch and 
rainbow stripes
14x15”

CON005
recycled bag 
textiles and pompoms
15x11”

recycled

re-made

fai
r trade

fai r t rade
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Z2700
earrings 
banana leaf

Z2701
earrings
banana leaf 
spiral long

Z2702
earrings 
banana leaf large 
circle
5cm

Z2703
earrings
banana leaf small 
circle spiral
2cm

Z2705
earrings 
cow bone diamond 
with brass

Z2706
earrings
cow bone circle with 
brass sun

Z2707
earrings
cow bone square 
with brass circles

Z2708
earrings 
cow bone long 
pointed with 
wrapped brass

Z2709
earrings
cow bone circle with brass 
spiral

Z2710
earrings
black gourd circle 
with brass and 3 
engraved lines

Z2711
earrings
black gourd circle 
with brass

Z2722
earrings
black triangle gourd

fai
r trade

fai r t rade

africa
heart of

Our African jewellery ranges 
are produced by artisan 
groups working in the slums 
of Nairobi.
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Z2709
earrings
cow bone circle with brass 
spiral

Z2712
earrings 
red circle with 
brass and dots

Z2713
earrings 
black gourd circle with 
brass and dots

Z2714
earrings
recycled bottle 
top with fabric 
offcuts asst

Z2720
earrings
green gourd 
teardrop

Z2721
earrings
red gourd circle
5cm dia

Z2723
earrings
green diamond 
gourd

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn ddllyy
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Animal Christmas cards
A great selection 
of amazing 
Christmas cards 
from our eco 
friendly UK artist 
Sally Anson.

Everyday cards

SWCBX052 SWCBXW001 SWCBXW011 SWECX005

SWECX007 SWECX013 SWECX021 SWECX023 SWECX027

SWRB005 SWRB006 SWSEC032 SWSEC036 SWSEC039

SWSEC047 SWSEC049 SWSEC050 SWSEC051 SWSEC052

SWSJB011 SWSJB012 SWSJB014 SWSJB039

All these cards are plastic-free, the cellophane bag 
being replaced by a small peelable sticker which 
holds the cards and envelope firmly together.

christmas and everyday cards

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn ddllyy
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Some great new 
greeting card 
designs. All come 
with compostable 
plant-based 
cellophane bags.

HOG57AS107 HOG57BB52 HOG57BB53 HOG57TW01

HOG57ES01 HOG57ES02 HOG57ES03 HOG57ES06 HOG57ES07

HOGTOK101 HOGTOK102 HOGTOK104 HOGTOK105 HOGTOK107

HOGTOK108 HOGTOK109 HOGTOK110 HOGTOK111 HOGTOK112

HOGTR101 HOGTR102 HOGTR103 HOGTR104 HOGTW102

HOGTW103HOGL300 HOGL331 HOGL338 HOGL340
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PROKW20
cream
82x52cm

PROKW21
red black grey
82x52cm

PROKW23
rose gold
82x52cm

PROKW24
green gold
82x52cm

PROKW25
blue-green gold
82x52cm

PROKW26
charcoal gold
82x52cm

PROKW27
purple
82x52cm

PROKW22
lime red
82x52cm

Marbled wrapping paper

Excellent handmade 
paper giftwrap, using a 
‘marbled’ technique. From 
Bangladesh.

Every sheet is unique!
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PROKW23
rose gold
82x52cm

PROKW27
purple
82x52cm

FWST2080
toadstool

FWST2801
giant panda

FWST2802
ladybird

FWST2803
rainbow

FWST2804
save our bees

FWST2805
bear with bow tie

FWST2806
white heart

FWST2807
elephant with yellow 
cap and balloon

FWST2808
grey cat

Our suppliers in Thailand, like 
many around the world, had to stop 
production for several weeks during 
the lockdown there – which seems 
to have worked better than in many 
countries! 

We’re delighted to present a new 
exciting selection of these ever-
popular stools, carved from eco-
friendly raintree wood.

All the stools here are 24cm high.

Wooden stools
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SEL100
save our bees

SEL101
save our turtles

SEL102
save our elephants

SEL103
save our earth

SEL104
mobile bees

SEL105
mobile turtles

SEL106
mobile elephants

Playbooks

Tota 
hangings

fai
r trade

fai r t rade

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn ddllyy

- playbooks and playmats38

SEL117
Rucksack
save our elephants

SEL115
Rucksack
save our bees

SEL116
Rucksack
save our turtles

Our new supplier in Sri Lanka is a 
WFTO member with a mission to 
promote eco values which we hope 
you share too. These educational 
toys are made with soft textiles, 
the best we have seen yet which 
combine Fair Trade, concern for 
our planet and great design – the 
children we showed them to loved 
them. We recommend them highly, 
they’re high quality, hard wearing 
and make excellent presents.
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SEL111
save our oceans

SEL113
save our animals 
globe

SEL114
recycle roller pouch

39

SEL107
bee keyring

Teach your children to 
collect the rubbish left in 
the seas and forests! A 
magnetised ‘fishing rod’ 
helps them to pick them 
up. Each playmat folds in 
half with a zip to keep them 
together. Adult supervision 
recommended.

Educational 
toys

SEL110
bee hive playbag

You couldn’t get 
cuter bees than 
this! Set to be 
a bestseller, we 
think.

SEL112
save our forests

SEL108
turtle keyring

SEL109
elephant keyring

Teach your kids to recycle in 
the right place too! 

Each tin, bottle, piece of 
paper and so on has a 
separate pouch to put it in.
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WD2807
our planet matters 
worry dolls
box of 48

WD2807B
bee 
worry doll

WD2807C
clean seas 
worry doll

WD2807D
tree 
worry doll

WD2807E
plastic 
worry doll

WD2807F
recycling 
worry doll

WD2807G
wildlife 
worry doll

WD2807H
amazon 
worry doll

WD2807J
carbon 
worry doll

These worry dolls are made by artisans in the rural Highlands of Guatemala, descendants of the 
Mayan people. Our orders benefit about 200 families. Poverty is endemic in the Highlands, in 
some areas child malnutrition is around 70%

Climate change is a key problem, with farming badly affected. This year it’s been drought; last 
year, a rare spring hailstorm destroyed their whole crop of corn, a staple central America. Rain 
patterns are unpredictable, storms stronger and hurricanes have often left them with nothing. 
So it’s apt that we’re introducing a range of worry dolls which focus specifically on environmental 
issues. 

Handicrafts can make all the difference, between sending a child to school of not for instance. 
Fair Trade can provide a regular, reliable income, at a time when weather patterns are increasingly 
unreliable. They also promote the rich history and culture of Guatemala, which deserves to be 
known around globe. Let’s buy more worry dolls and stop these people from having to worry so 
much about their future!

Worry dolls

WD004POS
POS unit only

Buy this POS unit from 
us at cost price and 
order your own choice of 
personalised worry dolls

New worry dolls

WD004J
Global warming
worry doll

WD004R
Health worries
worry doll

WD004G
Political worries
worry doll

WD004ZC
Car worries
worry doll

WD004ZD
Love worries
worry doll

WD004ZE
marriage worries
worry doll

WD004BOX 
150 asst.

personalised    
worry dolls         
at 20% off!

and don’t forget these favourites!

- worry dolls
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WD2810

WD2801
pet worry dolls
box of 40

WD2804
social projects 
worry dolls x 24
POS unit free

Pet worry dolls

A 3-tier display unit 
with selected popular 
worry dolls:
WD001 x 20
WD004 x 40
TTDL117 x 20

We forecast this will be an instant bestseller!
Great gifts and they take away your worries too!

WD2001
6 worry dolls in bag
box of 48

Support social projects in 
rural Guatemala with these 
new designs!

Social Projects 
worry dolls

Guatemalan 
worry people 
in bags fai

r trade

fai r t rade

Display 
unit free 

and products at 

bargain price!
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Crochet animals and 
foot bags

WD2802
crochet animals
box of 30

WD2805
Christmas angel
white with gold wings

WD2806
Christmas angel
multicoloured 
with gold wings
8cm ht

WD2808
circular hairclip 
worry doll asst 

WD2803
foot bags
box of 30

WD2809
2 hairclips worry 
doll asst cols

Also from this supplier

Another 
bestseller 

to be!

- crochet animals and footbags
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UN020
ladybird
set of 14 (2x7 cols)

UN022
eggs 7cm
set of 14 (2x7 cols)

UN023
eggs 4cm
set of 28 (4x7 cols)

UN025
red heart box

UN026
red heart box 
with dots

UN027
red heart box 
with dashes

UN028
green candle 
holder

UN029
grey candle 
holder

UN030
brown candle 
holder

Kisii Stone

UN021
mice
set of 14 (2x7 cols)

UNZ01
Kisii stone display unit contain-
ing
UN020 x2 (28 ladybirds)
UN023 x2 ( 56 eggs)
Z1806 x 50 (animals)
ALIF04 x1

Also from this supplier

We present here a quirky new selection of kissii 
stone from our Fair Trade suppliers inTabaka, 
Kenya. The rainbow colour selection makes 
them a must!

fai
r trade

fai r t rade
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Z2072
sitting dog 3”

Z2073
standing dog 2x4”

Z2074
bird 2x3”

Z2075
duck 2x3”

PELE02L
silver wood 
elephant
20x18x15cm ht

PELE02
silver wood 
elephant
12x10x9cm ht

PELE01L
gold wood 
elephant
20x18x15cm ht

PELE01
gold wood 
elephant
12x10x9cm ht

BR22
round black 
rattan bag 

Z2070
sitting cat 3”

Z2071
sleeping cat 3”

Rainbow animals  Wood elephant ornaments

Rattan bags

More quirky animals from Tabaka, 
the home of stone carving in Kenya. 
The artisans there have been badly 
affected by the lockdown. Together 
with the Zuri Foundation, the Just 
Giving pages on our website have 
raised over £3,000 to help out. The 
image below shows a soap-making 
workshop we organized in Tabaka. 
This has helped combat Covid-19, but 
it’s also a skill which can be used in 
the future to generate income.

New festive season elephants from 
Bali, carved with eco-friendly albesia 
wood. We like them, they’re different.

Another trendy bag from Bali, a great present for 
someone you love for Christmas. We’re told that 
monochrome is a new trend too…

- rainbow animals wooden elephants and rattan bags
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ASHF31
carrot

ASHF32
chill

ASHF33
banana

ASHF34
tomato ASHF35

lemon
ASHF36
pumpkin

ASHF37
green pepper

ASHF38
parsnip 

ASHF39
red onion 

ASHF40
snail 

Vegetable keyrings
We just love these cartoon style fruits and vegetables 
from India! They’re made with felt, and if you’re not 
getting enough vitamins and minerals, maybe they will 
help to remind you when you get your keys out, ‘yes, I 
must cook some carrots/parsnips or eat some fruit today’. 
The artisans loved making them; if any are out of shape 
at all, it’s probably because they were laughing so much 
they put a stitch or two in the wrong place…

And the snail? 
Well some people 
eat snails too, 
if they don’t eat 
your vegetables 
first…

fai
r trade

fai r t rade
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Handmade felt 
We’ve added a few new designs to this on trend 
collection of felt Christmas tree decorations. The avocado 
was a top bestseller last year and this year we’re told 
that sloths and lemurs are in fashion; who decides these 
things, we really don’t know! All made by our Fair Trade 
partners in India, Asha Handicrafts.

ASHF01
10cm ASHF02

10cm

ASHF03

ASHF04
6cm ASHF06

6cm

ASHF05
11cm

ASHF11

ASHF12

ASHF14

ASHF15

ASHF17

ASHF08
13cm

ASHF09
12cm

ASHF07
15cm

ASHF16
ASHF13

ASHF10

TOP 

SELLER 

LAST 

YEAR!
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H MSRC SI T A

Z19710
santa on animals
discount selection pack
(4e. Z19700-04 & Z19709) 

African Santa collection
These amusing santas from 
Africa, made in Kenya from 
grasses, raffia and other local 
materials, were a great hit last 
year, most of them selling out 
well before December. We 
recommend them.

Z19700
santa on reindeer

Z19701
santa on camel

Z19702
santa on elephant

Z19703
santa on giraffe Z19704

santa on zebra
Z19705
santa on bike Z19706

santa in car

Z19707
santa in boat Z19709

santa in cart with zebra

MERRY

Z19708
santa in sleigh 
with reindeer
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ASHX18705
5cm dia

ASHX18704
5cm diaASHX18703

5cm dia

ASHX17302
reindeer, 5cm

ASHX17301
santa, 5cm

ASHX17300
holly, 5cm

ASHX19703
10cm

ASHX19706
10cmASHX19705

10cm

ASHX19704
10cm

ASHX19700
5cm dia ASHX19702

5cm dia

ASHX19701
5cm dia

Papier mache from our friends 
Asha Handicrafts in India

fai
r trade

fai r t rade
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CIAP031
Santa

CIAP032
snowman

Angels

CIAPX00
panda with 
santa hat

CIAPX01
tiger with 
santa hat

CIAPX02
owl with 
santa hat

CIAPX03
lion with 
santa hat

CIAPX04
monkey with 
santa hat

CIAPX05
giraffe with 
santa hat

CIAPX06
sheep with 
santa hat

CIAPX07
cat with 
santa hat

CIAPX08
donkey with 
santa hat

CIAPX09
dalmation 
with santa 
hat

CIAPX10
spaniel with 
santa hat

Christmas 
finger puppets

Z19712
red with flute
7cm ht

Z19713
cream with cross
7cm ht

Z19711
cream with flute
7cm ht

These eco-friendly 
angels are made in 
Kenya from raffia, 
sisal and banana 
leaves

A delightful collection 
of finger puppets 
from our Fair Trade 
suppliers in Peru.

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

fai
r trade

fai r t rade
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TAR14085

TAR14086

TAR14087

Festive sentiment pebbles

AUR1400
gift set - Christmas scents

AUR1401
Incense - Christmas spice

Other scents include: 
AUR038 frankincense
AUR036 myrrh  
AUR1402 winter clove 
AUR1404 warm gingerbread 

and fragrance oils:
AUR1052 frankincense
AUR1051 myrrh
AUR 1046 cinnamon

Christmas scents

EA1776
30x30cm

Enjoy the timeless aromas of Christmas cheer: 
spices, frankincense and myrrh.

GOP17308
Bestselling 
Christmas stocking, 
kantha stitch
Assorted colours

Winter jute bag

ffaaiirr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Z250
sisal angel with harp
assorted colours
10.5cm ht

Z251
sisal angel with trumpet
assorted colours
10.5cm ht

Z1826
sisal angels 
white, asst.
15cm ht

Christmas stockings

Angels
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No Minimum 
Order

Requirement!

Christmas trees
These pretty handmade 
Christmas trees are 
made in Bali, using 
albesia wood, a softwood 
which grows to maturity 
in only 7-8 years.

eco

fr iendly

BS001
white 
40cm ht BS003

red
40cm ht

BS002
green 
40cm ht

BS005
red 32cm ht

BS004
green 32cm ht

BS009
white 32cm ht

BS011
green 30cm ht

BS010
white 30cm ht

PU19700
gold stripe & green
41cm ht

PU20700
gold stripe & red
41cm ht

fair
trade

f ai r t rade

NEW!

PU19700
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Nandini was a 12 year old sponsorship child in one of our supplier Tara Projects’ 
education schemes in New Delhi, for children from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
She died in June, not from Covid-19, but because she was unable to receive treatment 
for a minor fever. Nandini was an only child and her parents are devastated. Koko from 
Tara writes:
Due to the strict lockdown, it was impossible for her parents to take her to hospital on 
time. When her fever increased, somehow with the help of one of our volunteers she 
was taken to a government hospital. Unfortunately she was not attended seriously by the 
doctors there, they just gave her some tablets and sent her back. She was not admitted 
in the hospital, as so many wards had been converted to Corona specific…. Hundreds of 
sick people are being deprived of ordinary treatment due to the pandemic; the hospitals 
just have no capacity.

www.sharedearth-trade.co.uk 
Tel: 01904 670321  

email: sales@sharedearth.co.uk

If you would like to sponsor one of these children (boy or girl), 
Tara would love to hear from you! 
Contact Vikas or Moon at 
tara.projects@gmail.com or moonsharma260@gmail.com.

Nandini

In response to this, Tara has set up a health centre in Badarpur, at great risk to the 
doctors and other volunteers. Several volunteers have died with Covid-19, such 
as Manju, a 45-year old community worker, whose husband was a rickshaw driver. 
Emergency treatment and oxygen were not available, with the hospitals overflowing and 
unable to take her in.

Tara’s education programme has been going for 20 years. Over 200 children from very 
poor families are supported, 75% of them girls. They are not schools – sometimes 
the ‘classroom’ might be a small piece of land in a slum, with just a blackboard and 
a teacher, pupils aged from 5 to 65 squatting on the ground to learn basic literacy. 
Many girls from impoverished families suffer from health problems and are often 
malnourished; education can be the key to their future.

Let’s honor the unseen victims of Covid-19, pay tribute to all who have 
helped others during this crisis, and aim to create a better world!

The unseen victims of Covid-19

Seema and her father 
and siblings

Manju (right with orange scarf)

Seema


